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Abstract 
We consider the operator equation SX - ~)~t i U, XV, = Y where { U, }. { t~ } are some 
commutative s ts of operators but in general { U, } need not commute with { 1,)}. Partic- 
ular cases of this equation are the Syivester and Ljaptmov equations. We give a new rep- 
resentation and an approximation of the solution which is suitable to perform it 
algorithmically. Error estimates are given which show exponential covergence lbr 
bounded operators and polynomial convergence for unbounded ones. Based on these 
considerations we construct an iterative process and give an existence theorem for the 
operator equation Z-' + A ~Z + A., = O, arising for example when solving an abstract second 
order differential equation with non-commutative coefficients. © 1998 Published by 
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
Let .4 be a complex Banach algebra with identity e and ,~ be a Banach 
algebra of operators on .e/ considered as a Banach space. Given 
{ Uj }, { ~} c .q,' let S ~ ,~ be defined by 
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M 
sx = ~ ujxvj, ( l ) 
1=1 
where {Us} and {Vj} are commutative subsets of M but {Uj} need not com- 
mute with { Vj}. The operator S (such operators are usually called elementary 
operators) was studied in [34] where it was shown that if Z(X, d )  denotes 
the spectrum of X E ~/, then 
M 
z(s,~) c )--~z(uj, d)  × z(vj, ~). 
j= l  
Furthermore, if f(2) is holomorpiiic in a domain that contains 
~,~l E,(Uj,.~¢)x ~(Vj, M) then there exist Cauchy domains D~ D L'(E,~¢), 
D, u D Z(U,, s~), I ~< i <~ M such that for any X E ~¢ 
1 
f(S)X=(2ni)M f ... f f /  M \ M - -  Ij~=I ~IUjJx~(,~jI - ~.) -I d2j 
<~or <~o,;, 
(_1) M 
:'.v \ J - - J  / 
t~t, M 
M M 
x 1-I(1,, I  - U#)-' d l i sXH(2s# - Ps) - Id2s ,  (2) 
i=  I .i '~ I 
where 8D~', ~D,. tsdenote the boundaries of D~' and D, v, respectively and 1 the 
unit operator. There is a lot of other papers dealing with invertability and spec- 
tral properties of elementary operators (see, for example [13-15]) where more 
precise information about these properties can be found. 
Let us consider the following operator equation 
sx = r (3) 
and suppose that S --~ exists. Then using the formula (2 )  for the function 
X, .s= ~ / 
- I  
we get 
(4) 
x - (2~):M ;! i,.jxj (~,jt- uD-' di~jrI-[(xjt- vD-' d~j. 
tJ( ~o"...il " s :: i s: i I 
(5) 
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The following special case of Eq. (3) was considered in [6] 
n 
Zcj~..4JXBk= Y, (6) 
j,k =0 
where cjk E R, B E Le(Bl), A E Lf(B2), Y E ~(BI,B2) are given bounded oper- 
ators, X E ff'(Bi, B2) is the operator to be found, B~, B2 are Banach spaces. 
L/'(B,.) and L~(Bt, B2) denote the sets of linear bounded operators acting in B~ 
and from BI into B2 respectively. It was shown that the unique solution is given 
by 
I J f  (A - 21)-'Y(B-Id)-'d2dl t (7) 
X-  4n 2 P(). I ' )  
provided that P(2,/t) = Y~'~,=0 cJ~)~'P k # 0 for (2,/t) E X(A) x X(B), where 
X(A), X(B) are the spectral sets of A and B respectively, FA and FB denote paths 
in the resoivent sets p(A), p(B) of A, B surrounding X(A) and _r(B). The repre- 
sentations (5) and (7) are also valid for unbounded operators under appropri- 
ate assumptions about he behaviour of their resolvents. They are very useful in 
many applications ( ee, for example, [10]) but they are not saitable for algorith- 
mical realizations. 
Particular cases of the Eqs. (3) and (6) are the Sylvester equation 
AX + XB = C 
and the Lyapunov equation 
AX + XA 1 = C. 
The Sylvester equation has applications, for example, in the control theory 
[4,5,11,15]. An application of Lyapunov's equation is involved while using 
Newton's method for Riccati matrix equations arising in optimal control prob- 
lems [31,35]. One has to solve the Lyapunov equations 
-BB  T, 
-CTC 
near-optimal reduced-order model for a dynamical system 
AX + XA T = 
ATy + YA = 
for constructing a 
k = Ax + Bu, 
y= Cx 
with state x~R N, 
(8) 
input uER p and output yER ~(AEMatN(R), 
B E MatN.p(R),C E MatN.q([~)). Many systems in large space structure con- 
trol theory may be described by a system of partial differential equations 
[2] or abstract differential and operator equations [l]. The discretization of 
this partial differential operator in the space variables by finite element or 
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finite difference methods leads to ordinary differential equations of the type 
(8) with a large and sparse matrix and finally to a Lyapunov equation. There 
are direct and iterative methods to solve this equation [6,7,11,15,16,20,22- 
25,30,32,33,36-39]. The first ones are prefered when solving equations with 
matrices of moderate size. The direct methods are often based on various de- 
compositions of the matrix (for example, the Schur decomposition) with com- 
plexity O(N3), which restricts their use to problems of relatively small N. The 
iterative methods (SOR, ADI and other) are used for the Lyapunov equation 
when the matrix A is large. In order to arrive the computational stability and 
to decrease the number of iteration steps various preconditioning techniques 
are used [23]. 
The aim of this paper is to find explicit representations of the solutions of 
Eqs. (3) and (6) which are the basis for some constructive approximations 
and to give error estimates for these approximations. The computational 
costs of our approach are proportiolal to the costs of computing of 
ll ,j.l + Ufl- ' ,(6il  +~).-I,  7, > 0, 6j > 0, j=  !, ... .  M for the Eq.'(3) and of ,t  + A)" - " ,  tot +--'-'t~), ~ > 0, 6 > 0 for Sylvester equation. Furthermore, 
these results are used in tt:e second part of this article in order to study a sec- 
ond order operator equation. Besides optimal control problems that equa- 
tions arise in the theory of electrical networks, in the theory of quadratic 
pencils of operators and in other fields (see, e.g. [I,3,8,9,12,21,28,29] and ref- 
erences therein). There are various methods and techniques to investigate 
quadratic equations due to the complexity of the problem especially in the 
case of unbounded coe,°ficients and as a consequence a variety of possibilities 
for solutions (see [3,8,91 and references therein). For example, in [8] condi- 
tions are given that assure convergence of an operator-valued periodic con- 
tinued fraction of period two and as application the authors propose a 
technique to get a solution of the quadratic operator equation in complex 
Hilbert and in Banada spaces. In [28,29] by the methods and techniques of 
the operator theory conditions are considered which provide the existence 
of roots for which a Vietta-like relations are valid. Various spectral properties 
of these roots are established under assumptions that the corresponding qua- 
dratic pencil is weakly or strongly damped, A., is bounded. We use the New- 
ton method where one has to solve a Sylvester equation in each step of the 
iteration process. For this aim the main result of this paper about an explicit 
representation f the solution of an equation with an elementary operator is 
applied. We consider also a relation between quadratic equations and a sec- 
ond order operator differential equation with non-commutative coefficients. 
This relation allows one to represent the solution of the differential equation 
via some operator exponents. We give conditions and prove the existence of 
two roots (also for unbounded A2) with a structure which is analogous to the 
scalar case but contains additionally some bounded "correction" operators 
and give explicitely a closed ball containing these operators. We wish to point 
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out that our approach allows not only to study the existence and properties 
of the roots but also represents a constructive algorithm to find them. We feel 
also that the approach of the present paper is more easily accessible. 
2. Preliminary results 
Let A be an operator in a Banach space E with the resolvent set p(A) and the 
spectral set Z'(A). The operator A is called strongly positive if there exists a 
closed path F in the complex plane which consists of two rays 
.h)(_+_(p) = .,¢(+(p,A) : {pe~i"': 0 < ~, ~< i) ~< 7 <~ so} 
and of the circular arc 
Ar(7) - Ar(,,,(p,A) = {z: Izl = ,', larg =1 ~ ,p} 
(for an unbounded A) or of two arcs Ar(;') and Ar(7) (for a bounaed A) sur- 
rounding a domain f2~ such that (p < (re/2), Z'(A) C f2r and the estimate 
11(--,4) ~11 ~ 
M 
I + I-I 
with a positive consiant M holds on F and outside of t2~. By c, c,, i = 0, I . . . .  
we will denote various constants independent of a parameter pointed out ex- 
plicitely (e.g., n. N . . . .  ). 
Nexl, we prove some lemmas which we will need in the sequel. 
Lenlma I. Let A he a dense/)' (h~[inetL strongly positiz,e operator aod 
77.. = (7I - A) × (;'I + A) I its Cayh'y tran,~h)rm with an arhitrarr ;' > (), then 
I1 r.f' II <~ coal!, 
q~-  q(',') = max { ( 
. . . .  2 ,~ 1'2 
(7 - ,  cos (p)2 t-, sin__.~ (p
(7 + ,' cos ~9)" + ," sin" ~p ) ' 
") )5  • "~ ~ ") ,' - ,  cos tp)" + ",- sin- tp 
"1 ~1~ . -t • 
(7+Tcos(p) '+ ,  s,n ~p 
prorMed th(il A is a hounded operator and 
Hr"A °II <- c,,, °": 
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for any positive real number a provided that A is an unbounded operator, where 
is an arbitrarily small positive number and the constant cl depends on y, a, ~ but is 
independent of n. 
Proof. Let A be a bounded operator then we have (see Fig. 1) 
1 
ZT=21ti \y+z /  
F 
. t  _ im &f  (7 -  Pei*)" 7 + P--~ (pci'p -- A)-I dO 
7 
Since the function 
f~ - yei° ei°(ye i° - A)- 'dO - Re i_? ~ _ 
~' + ~ l e~O(yd° - ,4) -~ dO . 
o 
7 - P ei~° 12 
. .  . . - . .  
7 + Pe '~' 
y2 + t92 _ 2),p cos (p 
~2 + p2 + 2yp cos tp 
(,0 - 7 cos ¢p)2 + ),2 sin 2 tp 
(P + 7 cos (p)" + 7 2 sin 2 (p 
increases with respect o p E (~,, ~)  and ~p ~ [0, n/2) and decreases with respect 
to p e (0, y), we get in the case ~, ~ ~_, 
® 
q) 
Fig. 1. 
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M dp y IITTII~ -~ ('~(°'~))"/~l +----~ n + ('<(z'OI)"/~O0 
- 0 
. } 
0 
Mf  1 +y ?tp ~<-- ), (~:(Y' tP))n/z In + (K(?, ~o)) '~n 
+ l~y  O¢(Y, tP))"/2 } 
n <~coq~, 
with 
) i/2 
(y -- ? COS tO) 2 + ?2 sin 2 (p 
q~'= (y+ycosto) 2+7 2sin 2tp ' 
co =-  In + + ~ . 
If? < 7 < Y then 
M dp + (r(p,~))~/2 1 
iirTii ~< ~- (~(p,~)y/2 l +----p l + p 
)' 7 
~dp 
- } + _~'p (~(~,~)))./2 +~(K(y,,:))./-, 
1+ Z - 
~< ~M { (K(?, ~)),/2 In iI ++ ?+ (K(~, ~0),/2 i n _  __? ~_.~, + i_~_, (~<(_y., q ) ) ) , , /21+~ '~ 
} + .i--k--~ (KCy, ~))"/" 
<~ coq~,, 
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where 
q;, = max (? - 7 cos co)2 + ?2 sin 2 CO 
(y + 7 cos CO)2 + ?2 sin 2 CO ' 
(Z - 7 cos co)2 + ?,, sin" ~p 
~+ ~, cos CO)2 + ~,2 sin 2 ~o 
Finally, when y ~< ), then analogously 
M{ l+y  7CO 
I ICII ~< ~ (h'(7, CO)) ''/2In ~ + 1-"~_7 (/¢(; -~, ¢°)) ''/2 
81 <~ coq:., 
where 
} 7CO 1 + y (~(Y' co))"/" + 
((Z - 7 cos CO)" + ~,2 sin" ~o '~ 
q7 = (~, ;, cos co)" + 7' sin" CO ) 
If A is unbounded then (see Fig. 2) 
"~n A * fT t . , - -  
~/2 
, 
=2~'i. \ ; ,+z  z-'(=-A)-' ~, 
I 
1 
11~TA "11 = _ ,m 
\ 7 + Pe i'p ) 
= 
N 
x (pei'P) -"(pe i'° - ,4) - l  dp 
~' [ 7 -  "e i" \ "  • [ I ~ I (,,_iOx-al ,-iO Re 
'Z.I \ ~' + o ~)  ' '~  ' ~z~ - 
In the case 0 < ;, < ), we have 
M I 
IIr~C'A-~II ~< ~ (t,-(p, co))"/2o-" I + v 
z 
A,'e'"d,,ll. 
'1 
^,1 .--~" - / 
~dP+7 V'(~(7'CO))"/2  
i+7  - 
We choose a fixed number ~ such that ~ > 7 > O, y >1 7 and represent 
"K. 
! dp - Ii + I,, l - .  (,,-(t,,~)l"/-'p-o l--C~ 
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Fig. 2. 
where 
f(~:(p, 1 de. II = ~p)),,/2p.~, 1 + p 
"X. f( , I do .  /2 = ~(P, ~P))"/"P I + t----~ 
?, 
Analogously as above we get 
lhl <~ c,~" 
with a number ~ = q(7, Y, ~P) c (0, 1 ). In order to estimate/_, we use the inequal- 
ity 
P -  7 cos q~ 
P + Y cos q~ 
which holds for p >/7. Then we get 
"x_ 
11,1<~ ~ p ;~,a -c  p-'- ':dp, 
Y 
where e. is an arbitrarily small positive number and 
~(p;k; r ) (p -  7 cos ~p)' = p-~. pt>,,, z>0.  
P + 7 cos 
106 
It is easy to show that 
max ~b(p;k; z) = ( z-I(k+v/k2+z2)-I Y 
pe[~,oc} "~-I(k + V~ + Z 2) + 1 
<~ ck-', 
where 
c - c(7, ~, ,p) = 7 cos O 
Thus, we get [12] <. cn -"+~" what yields the inequality 
II r.'.'a-"ll -< c, -°+': 
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cos ~o (k + ~ - ~:))- '  
T 
with a constant e independent of n. The lemma is proved. [] 
The next lemma shows that the estimates of Lemma 1 can be slightly improved 
if.4 is a densely defined, selfadjoint positive definite operator in a Hilbert space. 
Lemma 2. Let ,4 be a densely defined, positive definite operato:" in a Hilbert space 
H, then 
lira, II ~< q~, q~,-  q(y) = max ~ , ~ , 
provMed that A is a bounded operator, Z(,4) E [~.0, A0], ;to > 0, and 
II T('.4-°!I < c : . " ,  ~ > 0 
provMed that .4 is an unboundea operator, where 25(4) E [20, oo), a is an arbitrary 
positive number, c2 is a constant depending on ~,, a but independent of  n. 
Proof. Let .4 be bounded. Then, using the operator calculus we get 
" ( dE;. ~< q"(~,) II r~ II - \ ~, + ~ 
',;~j 
Here, E;. denotes the spectral family corresponding to .4. 
If,4 is unbounded then for n large enough 
" max I" 
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where 
(o)° 
C2 = ~ [] 
107 
Remark 1. It is easy to see that there exists 7opt = v/Y%: such that for a strongly 
positive bounded operator A
q(7op,) = infq(7) = y -  2~ cos ~0 + 3__' 
~,~o y + cos ~ +-:,,] 
and for a bouhded selfadjoint positive definite operator 
q(7om) = q(~)= ~, A/-~o - V/~o 
v'~,, + ,,,~" 
Lemma 3. Let o~i, 1 <~ i <~ n and p be natural numbers, and a > 1 be a real number. 
Then it holds 
E (~x,...~x,,)-"~<[2"~(o')]"-'p-" Vp>~p, 
~t+-.-+~. =p 
where ((a) is" Riemann's :eta-fimcthm. 
Proof. We shall prove the inequality by induction over n. The statement is 
obviously true for n = 1. Let it hold for n = k. Then we get for n = k + 1 
~1 ~" ' t~k÷l  ~k~l : I Xl t.... , ~.l p -X~. l  
p-- k 
:Zk,,[2 ~(a)] (p-~x~,, 
x~. l  ] 
P-/~ n 
-' - °  [ ] =[2°~(~/1 ~ p ~ ~2,+~-~, , / - '  
~q,I  := I 
Further, we have 
p --,~ (/ 
2:[' ] ~k+l + (P -- ~ I) -I 
2k~.l=l 
L ,,1 + (P ~,,,)-"] 
<. 2"~(a), 
from where the statement of the lemma follows. [] 
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3. Linear equation with an elementary operator, exact solution and its 
approximation 
In what follows we assume that the operators U i, Vj in Eq. (3) are strongly 
positive. In order to get an explicit representation of the solution of Eq. (3) 
we set in Eq. (4) 
1 + ZJ, ZJ = 6/I _+ ~j. , (9) 
ltj = Tj l _ z/ 1 ~.i 
where 7j > 0, 6 i > 0 are arbitrary numbers. One gets from Eq. (9) 
t t l i j  
:~-  . , ~ j -  (10) 
,'i + I~i 6 i + 2/ 
We suppose that the following expansion is valid: 
(× P-I( 2, I~) = &;'.j d,,,,,. 
\ ,1  / r=( I  Inl[ 4 ',n I ~p  
where m = (,n, ,n.v) ,, = (,, , , , ) .  lint-- E ; " ,  n,,. I"1 v '" '  . . . . .  ' . . . . .  = Z . .~ i : : : I  lli~ 
J I I  - -  I l l ]  • ?pII [ 
- - - ,  " - , ,  l : J l  < I,  Id/I < l, 
1- I (  ol.,l ~ r,,i ," d,,,,, = m,)!(n~)! 0.-"' &.'" llj).i 
\ i  I : o.~ o 
{i.e. p i().,l~) is holomorphic in the polydisc C={}:i I<: I.lffj < I, 
j = i . . . . .  M}: see e.g. [26]). 
Note that the numbe,'s d,,,  can be found also by comparison of the coeffi- 
cients in Eq. (11). Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (5) and teking into account 
Eqs. (9) and {10) we get 
x ~ll ,'ll 
x = Z (,2) 
I '  0 ! ,n l~i , [  P i I i I 
where 
T:,(U,) = (,.fl - U/)(;:fl + U,) 
L , ( t , )  = (a i t -  ~ , ) (a J  + Vi) ~ 
are tile Cayley transforms of the operators Uj and V, respectively. 
it follows from Lemma I that for bounded operators U~, I~ there exist pos- 
itive constants qj < 1. r i < ! such that 
• I1! Z /1! IIr:"'(C,)ll,<('q;"' I IT.r,(h)l l ,<c,',. l ~</~<M. (13) 
As an approximation for the exact solution 112) we take the truncated sum 
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N tt M 
X,, = Z( -1 ) "  Z d"'HT:":"(U')YHT,;','(~5 )" (14) 
p 0 !mi ' ! , ' t  p j 1 I I 
Using Eq. (13) one gets the inequality 
-x. M 
tlx- x,, cottnt Z Id""q-IqT"","" 
p N- I  !m]~-In[=p j= l  
For any e ~ (0,1) we have in the polydisc C,: = {I-,J < l -~; . [g i l  <1- , : .  
j = 1 . . . .  .M} that IP-'(2,/~)I < M(g) with a positive constant M(g). It follows 
from the Cauchy estimate [26], p. 101 
M(~:) 
Id,..I <~ 
(1 - t.)!,,,I-!,,l "
Let q = max,(qn ri), then choosing g such that q~ = q/( 1 - g) C (0, 1) we get 
x. 
IIX - X,,ll ~< cMfi:)llYt! ~ pZ"'-lq~i. (15) 
., .V, I 
The function f (x)  = x "-M- iq, decreases for x > N large enough, hence 
- ,q,, f Z pZ~t -< = Iz~-j. 
X2,~t I q~ cbc 
p: N - I  ,V 
Using partial integration one gets 
I , ,=-N"  qV n I,, t. !o -  q~ 
in q in q ln q 
which yields 
1,, <~ cN"qv. 
where c is a constant independent of N. 
Hence, we get 
IIx - X,, II ~ cll ritzy-'"'" ""-t q;:V 
with a constant c independent of N. 
We have proved the following theorem. 
(16) 
Theorem i. Let { Ui }, { ~ } he commutative subsets of  densely &fined, hounded, 
strongly positive operators ht a Banach space E and assunw that the expansion 
(11) is l,alid. Then, the exact sohaion of the Eq. (3).for an arbitrary Y c,m he 
represented hy the formula (12). and jbr the approximate sohahm (14) tile 
est#nate (16) holds. 
For unbounded operators U;. V, the follov,'ing statement holds true. 
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Theorem 2. Let {Uj}, { Vj} be commutative subsets of unbounded, ensely defined, 
strongly positive operators in a Banach space E and assume that the expansion 
(11) is valid Then, the exact solution of  the Eq. (3) can be represented by the 
formula (12) and for the approximate solution (14) the estimate 
IIX - xNII <~ cg-~+'" l l  ~'11 
holds provided that ~" - (1-I~=, uTJ)Y(l-IjU=, vj °~) is a bounaed operator for some 
positive aj, Oj, where tr = min(trj, 0j), c is a constant independent ofN, g is an ar- 
bitrarily small positive number. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 1 we get 
z IIX-X,,ll = (-1)'  d,.. r:,,.",(uj)u; -°' u T ' r  
l ,= N + I I", + I'1 =P 
× 
"x. M 
-<c, ell X X II -"'<", ) 
p= N+ I {m!-~ Inl ~:p.i= I 
M 
<.,lle, X 11' ~m,nj) , 
p.:.V ~ It,hi ~ Inl p.i:~ I
where a = min,(a/, 0j). Using Lemma 3 one gets 
IIX- &,ll ~< ell YIl[2~C(er)] TM ' ~ p~'  <~cN ~"":llYII. [] 
The estimate from Theorem 2 can be improved fo. densely defined, selfadjoint 
positive definite operators U i, Vj. 
Theorem 3. Let { U i }, { ~.} be c'ommutatit,e subsets qf unbgunded, ensely defined. 
self, djoint, positit'e definite operators #i a Hilbert space H. Then. the exact 
solution of the Eq. (3) can be represented hi, the Jbrmula (12), and for the 
approximate sohttion (14) the esthnate 
IIx - ~,,11 ~ < ¢'N- 's ' (17) 
holds provided that ?" =__ (I-I)'~, u~' ) Y( 1-I~ , re") is a bounded operator jbr some 
positiee aJ, Oi, n'here a = rain(a/. 0i), c is a constant independent of N. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is analogous to that of Theorem 2 using Lemma 2 in- 
stead of Lemma I. 
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Example 1. Let us consider the equation 
UX .4- XV  = Y,  (18) 
where U : B2 ---, B2, V : B~ ~ B~ are known strongly positive operators, Y is a 
given operator from BI into B2, B~ (i = 1,2) are some Banach spaces and 
X : B~ ~ B2 is the operator to be found In this case we have 
( l+z ,  1-t-7.2)-' 
= - - - -  + y2 I--L-~z~ p-I (2, p) = (3. + #)-! )'l 1 - zl 
1 - z~ - z2  + z~z,_ 
(71 "F 72)  -'l- ('}'1 - -  ]?2)gl + (]"2 --  ~"I)Z2 - -  (~'! -F" ; '2)ZIZ2 ' 
where ~'l > 0,72 > 0, Iz, I < 1, Iz, I. < ;. Choosing ;'l = ",,,. we get 
P- '  (3., p) = 
1 -z l  - z2+z~z2 
2~,(1 - z l z2 )  
} k X - "~+'~ _ +'+ z;z2) k÷' = 2-~ z ,z_ , )  - z _ . ,  , 2 
k-=0 k=0 k=0 
p=0 m+n=p 
(19) 
It is easy to see that d~ = I, dl0 = d01 = - I, dmo = do,, -- 0 (m, n > 1 ). d,,,,, = 
din-I.,,-1 (m > l ,n > 1), ~'-~,,+,:p din,, = 2(- l )V,p/> !. It is convenient to arrange 
d,,,, given in Table 1. 
Thus, we obtain the following representation of the unique solution of 
Eq. (18): 
,{ x = ~ r + ~ + 2~,(u)~,(v) + r.(u)rr..(v) 
(20) 
+ r)(u) 2 } " fT . (v )  + . . .  , 
where Y = T~,(U)Y + Fi%(V). 
Let XN be the truncated sum consisting of the (N + 1 ) first terms. Then in the 
case U E LP(B2), V E ~(B l ) ,  Y E ~9~(BI,B2) we get 
qN~l (21) iiX_XNil<~2llgll(qN+t  q,'+2 +. . . )  = 21lgll I -q  
where q = max{llT~,(U)ll, IIT~,(V)II} < 1. 
Let us consider an example of the Eq. (18), where U, V are unbounded op- 
erators in L2(0, 1) defined by 
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Table I 
The coefficients d,.,27 
p "~ 4 
\ 
of , / / / /  
1 / f / /  0 
iii i i  
i i 
4 f 0 0 -1 2 
D(U)=D(V)= {w: wEH"(O,I)AHcI(O,I)}, 
d"w(s) 
Uw = ds 2 + ql(s)w(s), 
Vw= d'~(s) + q.,(s)w(s) Vw E D(U) ds 2 
with various non-neagtive functions ql,q2 so that U and V do not commute. 
We denote by G(s, t: q~), i = 1,2 the Green functions of U and V respectively 
and suppose that U '~ ~V" is bounded in L'-(0, 1) (for example, if we define Y by 
D(r) = D(V) = D(V), 
Yz = ./'G(s'fi:q')/ G(fi.t,_;O G(t,.,t3:q2) + G(fi,t2:q, G(t2, t3;O) 
0 0 0 0 
X 
I 
.IG(t~, t4; q2)z(t4) d& dt3 dt2 d6 
o 
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then 
1 
U 2 W2w = 2w(s) + qj fa(s,,,: 0)W(tl) dtl 
0 
I 
+ fa(s,t ;O)q,.(tl)w(h) d  
0 
is bounded, i.e. a = 2. The only soultion X of Eq. (18) in this case with 
D(X) = D(Y) is the operator defined by 
I I 1 I 
Xw= [G(s, 12;ql)/G(tl,t2;ql) f G(t2,13;O) f 
0 0 o 0 
I 
x/G(t4,  ts; q2)w(15) dt5 dt4 dt3 dt_, dtl). 
0 
The s~Atttion of Eq. (18) can be represented by Eq. (201, where 
1 
T;(U)w(s) = -w(s) + 7JG(s,t;q, + 7)w(t) dt, 
o 
I 
)7.,.(V)w(s) = -w(s) 4- ;' f G(s, t: q~. + ?)w(t) dt, 
I| 
If we choose, for example, 
{ ci, 0 < s < 0, 5 ql(s)=O, q2(s)= c~, 0 ,5<s< 1. 
then the Green functions mentioned above are 
c,>O. c1¢c'_ 
(1 -s)t. t<~s, 
G(s, t; ql) = (1 - t)s, t >1 s, 
G(s, t; ql + 7) = sinh 
sinh ~,,s sinh ,/:j,'(l - t), 
sinh V ,'=t sinh x/~( 1 - s), 
f v,(s)v2(t), s <t, 
G(s, t; q2) = B sinh c., + C cosh c,. I th(t)t,2(s), s ~ t, 
,s" ~ t, 
s~t ,  
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f ci -! sinhcns, 0 < s ~< 0.5 
t?l (S) / B sinh c2s + C cosh czs, 0.5 < s <~ 1, 
B 1 ( C2 Cl C2 CI) 
C2 "~" = - - -  s inh~s inh~ - cl cosh~cosh 
ClC2 
1 ( . c2  . .Cn cn . . c2 \  
C = \c2 cosn -~- stun ~ - C 1 cosh ~- stun "5- ) '  
Cl C2 
f c~ l sinh c2(1 - s), 0.5 < s ~< 1, 
132(8) 
E sinhcns+F coshcus, 0 < s~<0.5, 
E 1 ( . c, c2 c, c2) 
-- ClC2 Cl smh~s inh~ + C2 cosh~-cosh~ ,
F 1 ( c, c2 c, .c2) = -~ ct cosh~sinh~-+c2 sinh~cosn~- .
CIC2 
Theorem 3 yields in our case: 
IIX - X,, l l  c N-°+I. (22) 
Note, that the terms of the series (20) can be computed by computer algebra 
tools if the analytical expressions for the Green functions exist. 
4. A quadratic operator equation 
In this section we consider the operator equation 
Z 2 + AuZ + A2 = 0 (23) 
in a complex Hilbert space H whre the given operators At, A2 are densely de- 
fined, closed and satisfy 
At = A; >i 0, A2 = A~, (24) 
4A2 -A~ > 4co 2 > 0 (25) 
(for unbounded operators (23) means that Z2x+A~Zx+A2x=OVxE 
D(A~) ND(Z)). We set 
iv /  B=~ 4A2-A~, i = ~  - iB>~ -col, ~o<0 (26) 
and look for solutions of Eq. (23) of the form 
1 
Z = - iA ,  + B + C, (27) 
where C is an unknown bounded operator. Substituting Eq. (27) in Eq. (23) we 
find that C has to satisfy the equation 
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C 2 + t i c  + CV + w = 0, (28) 
where 
u=~A,  +B, v=-~A,  +B, 
1 [A~,A] = ~(A~B- BA~). rV=~ 
Let us transform Eq. (28) to the form 
F(O) =0 
with 
(29) 
(30) 
F(D) = D 2 - iUD-D iV -  W, D= - iC  (31) 
and we use the modified Newton iteration procedure 
F'(0)A. = -F(O.) ,  (32) 
where 
A. = D.+l - D.,  
F'(O)A. = -Liv, ivA. = - iUA .  - A,,iV. (33) 
We get from Eq. (32) 
Liv,ivO.+l = E,,, (34) 
where E. = D ] - W. It is easy to see that iAt is a skew-hermitian operator and 
iB is self-adjoint and positive definite. Using Eqs. (24) and (25) we get 
Re(iUx, x) = Re(- v/4A2-A~ x,x ) ~< ~llxl, z, 
(35) 
Re(iVx,x) <~ o~llxll 2, ~o < 0 
and the operators iU, iV generate the contractive semigroups Tie(t), Tiv(;) such 
that [27] 
IlTiu(t)ll<<.e '°' , II T~v(t)ll ~< e''. (36) 
-1 The inverse operator Liu,i v is defined by 
L:,d,~rD = - f Ti.(t)OTiv(t) dr, (37) 
0 
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and we get from Eq. (36) 
1 
The next lemma states some properties of the solutions of Eqs. (30) and (32). 
Lemma 4. Let Do = D~ be an arbitrary operator and C be the solution o f  
Eq. (30), then Dn = D~for all n = 1 ,2 , . . .  and lim,_.~iD, a= C provideci that the 
sequence {Dn } converges. 
Proof. Let us assume that D,, = D~,. Then it follows from Eq. (34) 
(Liv.ivD,,+z)* = -D;~+,iU* -iV*Di;+, = E~,. 
We have W* = W, 
U* ! B" 1 = + = - B = -v ,  
1 1 
V* = -~Ai  +B* - Ai -B= -U ,  
2 
E,; = (O~,) 2 - W* = E,,. 
Then it holds 
, , , , 
D,,~IIV + I UD,,~l = E,,, 
i.e. D,,, i = D,~, i. Passing to the limit in Eq. (34) as n ~ c,v we obtain 
UC + CV = -C  2 - W, 
which coincides with Eq. (28) and completes the proof of Lemma 4. [] 
Note that the modified Newton method is equivalent to the fixed point iter- 
ation for the equation 
O = ~iu.i,'(O), (39) 
where 
'/%,,:v(D) -I 2 = Liv, i r (D - W).  (40) 
Sufficient conditions for the convergence of the fixed point iteration 
O,,+ I --- ~iu.i~,(O,,) (41) 
are 
II~it,'.,r(D I'l) - ~w.,.(Di-'l)]] <~ q]l Dc~l - DI2111, 0 < q < 1 (42) 
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for any D(II,D (21 from some closed ball R, . -  {D: IDl[ ~< r} and 
IIO,,ll ~"  Vn = 0,1,2, . . .  (43) 
Using Eq. (38), we obtain 
- 
- 
1 D(2,)(D(,, D(2, ) D(,)(D(, , D(2, )
- 21¢ol (D( l /+  - - - 
-(D'Z'-D'")D'"II 
l 
<~ ~ (3lID('/H + IID¢:~II)} D ~ ' ' -  De-"]] (44) 
which yields that conditions (42) and (43) hold true if we choose r = (Itolq/2) 
with an arbitrary q E (0, !) and if 
l IoJlq VD E R..,q. 21,ol iD-' - Wll <~ -5-  --- 
The last inequality is fulfilled if 
1 Io~l-q" 1 )olq 
21¢ul ---7- +.~II[A,,Blil <~ -5-- 
which leads to the following sufficient condition on the commutator [A~. B] 
d = ,,[A,,B]H ~< 2o,2q(1 .-4) = do. (45) 
Thus, we have proved the tbllowing Theorem. 
Theorem 4. I f  A i, A2 satisfy assumptions (24), (25) and (45) then for Do = D~ it 
holds D,, = D~ Vn = 1,2, . . . ,  and the Eq. (23) has a root oJ'thejbrm (27) with 
C = iD, and D = lim,,_~D,, lies #1 the closed bali gtl,,,lq)/(2). 
We look for another solution of  Eq. (23) in the form 
2= -~A, -8 -d ,  
where C" satisfies the equation 
! ,BI o. d:+ vd+dc~-2[A,  = 
(46) 
(47) 
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q'o solve Eq. (47) we use the modified Newton method 
P'(0)A. = -P(b . ) ,  
where D. = -iCn, A. = fin+. -- fin, 
P (&)  = - Livi. no + v/. 
(48) 
Pt(O)An "= -Liv,iuf~n "- -iVA,, - /%iU. 
In order to find D.+l one has to solve the following equation in each step of 
the iteration process 
Liv,iuDn+t =/~., (49) 
where 
tn= +w 
Proceeding as done for the proof of Theorem 4 we arrive at the following state- 
ment. 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 the Eq. (23) has a root of the 
form Eq. (46) with C = £). where L) = lim,--+oo/),~(b0 = D~) lies in the closed ball 
R(Itolq)/(2). 
5. An abstract second order differential equation with non-commutative coeffi- 
cients 
Let us consider the problem 
d"u du 
dt 2 +AI '~+A2u = 0, u(0) = u0, u'(0) = u, (50) 
where u: R+ ~ H is a vector-valued function, A I,A2 are densely defined. 
closed operators in a Hilbert space which satisfy 
D(A,) c_ O(a2), 
A==A;I>0, A2=A;., B 2=A~-4,42<-4c02<0. (51) 
For A= = 0, A2 > 0 the problem (50) was considered in [18,19] where the explicit 
solution and an algorithmical approximation has been iound. 
We look for the solutions of Eq. (50) in the form 
ul(t) = exp Zt, UE(t) = exp Zt, (52) 
where Z - -½A~ + B + C, 2 = -½A~ - B - t~ and C,C are bounded, skew- 
symmetric operators. Substituting Eq. (52) into Eq. (50) we get the operator 
equations 
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c ~ + vc  + cz  + ½[A,, B] = 0, 
~2 + vc + ~ - ½[A,,s] = 0, 
where 
119 
U = 1A~ +B,  i V = -~A! +B, [A1,B] =AIB-BA I .  
It follows from Theorems 4 and 5 that these equations have solutions in the 
ball R(io~lq)/(2), 0 < q < 1 provided tht II[A~,B]II <~ 2¢02q(1 -q/4) which can be 
found by the method described in Section 4. It is easy to see that if the opera- 
tors A n, A2 commute, i.e. [Au, B] = 0, then C = ~7 = 0 and we get the solution of 
Eq. (50) in the form 
U(/) ----- exp ( -- ~Ait) { ( cos iBt - ½B-hA t sin iBt)uo-in -I sin iBtu~}. 
(53) 
There are algorithmical representations for fractional powers operators, for the 
operator exponential, cos-, and sin-functions and their approximations with 
accuracy depending on the regularity of u0 and ul [17-19]• 
IfA~ and A2 do not commute then we look for the solution in the form 
u(t) = (exp Zt)a + (exp Zt)b, (54) 
where a, b are unknown vectors yet. From the initial conditions (50) we get the 
following system of operators equations 
a + b = uo, (55) 
Za + Zb = ul, 
which yields 
(2B+C+C)a=un+ +B+C'  u0, b-uo-a .  
Since the operator iB is positive definite and iC, iC are selfadjoint operators 
one gets by using Theorems 4 and 5 
(2iBx, x) + (iCx, r) + (i6"x,x) >1 (2[col- IlCll - IICll)llxll 2 
>~ 2(Io~1 121q) Ilxilz, 
i.e. the operator 2iB + iC + i¢~ is positive definite and the equations Eq. (55) 
have a unique solution 
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( )) a = (2 ,+c+~' )  -I u~ + a~ +B+d"  u0 , (56) 
b=uo-a .  
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4 hold. Then the problem (50) 
possesses a unique solution of the kind (54) where a, b are given by Eq. (56). 
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